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Utilities are facing an unprecedented paradigm shift in how energy is both supplied and
consumed. Many states and local jurisdictions have been seeing an increased focus on renewable
generation through policies defined within renewable portfolio standards (RPS) since the early
2000s.1 In addition, several CEE members are experiencing an escalated priority to reduce the
greenhouse gas emission of provided energy. In response to regulation and customer
expectations, the utility industry has taken aggressive carbon reduction or carbon neutrality
targets, with 59 utilities representing 68% of customers in the United States in pursuit of such
goals.2 Canadian utilities have set similarly aggressive carbon targets3 that require distribution
system investments. Due to the long-term nature of utility operating timelines, industry shifts
often occur gradually and take many years to transpire. However, there are many leading
indicators to demonstrate how future programs will operate.
The fuel mix of the electricity generation system shows the effects of RPS and carbon goals. Since
2000, there has been a noticeable increase in renewable generation contributing to the US grid,
increasing from 9.4% of the total electricity generated in 2000 to 17.5% of that generated in 2019.4
Of note, the increase in renewable generation as a part of the total generation mix is more
impressive when compared to the relatively stagnant total generation growth in the US over the
same period,5 as shown in Figure 1.
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The growth of renewable generation is largely driven by the exponential development of wind
and solar, which presently make up more than half of total renewable generation, as shown in
Figure 2. From 2000 to 2010 and 2010 to 2019, the amount of wind generation increased 1,300% and
88% respectively, while solar generation increased 105% and 3,440% respectively.7 Wind and solar
are intermittent resources that depend on external factors for fuel supply; for this reason, the
increase of their contribution to the distribution system puts an increased emphasis on the
dynamic value of energy.

Similarly, the natural gas distribution system has experienced disruption to the operating
landscape in recent years. Due in large part to market dynamics (e.g. price of natural gas,
technological innovations, infrastructural investments) and regulatory carbon goals, natural gas
has shifted from 15.8% of the total generation in 2000 to 38.4% of total generation in 2019 making
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it the largest fuel source for electricity.8 This increased share of natural gas in electric generation
has put a strain on gas infrastructure, causing periodic system constraints9 and new installation
moratoriums.10 All these factors contribute to the dynamic value of natural gas in today’s context,
and are further heightened by extreme weather events or constraints caused by market
conditions and regulation.

With the utility landscape shifting to incorporate intermittent renewables, there is an enhanced
need for valuation of when and where energy is consumed. Traditionally, utilities and regional
transmission operators (RTOs) sought to have energy capacity meet the customer demand from
central power. However, newer energy models now require more flexibility from demand to
meet the changing capacity needs.
As intermittent renewable penetration increases, the relationship between energy generation and
consumption demand becomes more dynamic. In a fuel mix utilizing less flexible generation
sources, there arise complications in supplying sufficient power for demand; this is seen through
the duck curve (shown in Figure 3), which illustrates how solar generation in California creates
excess supply in the middle of the day and increased generation ramping, or resource ramp, as
solar generation fades. This ramping increases the economic pressure of the grid and drives a
heightened focus on the time and locational value of energy.
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Utilities have been investing in improvements to their infrastructure to prepare for the expanded
emphasis on the time and locational value of energy. In 2018, 88 million smart meters were
deployed by utilities in the United States and 107 million were projected to be deployed by
December 2020.12 Smart meters, or Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI), are key to enabling
dynamic pricing strategies and have been installed across many jurisdictions to date. The number
of utilities with residential time-of-use rates also indicates the increased investment in leveraging
a dynamic model for energy rates. In 2015, 276 US utilities (43.9%) had residential time-of-use
(TOU) rates and by 2019, the number of US utilities with residential TOU rates increased to 330
(47.9%).13
Additionally, utilities are exploring deferment of new generation sources and upgrading existing
substations for increased congestion using strategies like non-wires alternatives (NWA), which
have shown early success in deferring potential new investment.14 NWAs utilize strategies such
as energy efficiency, demand response, distributed generation, and addressing customer amenity
through demand flexibility to achieve success.
In order to manage the increasing dynamic value of energy driven by greater adoption of
renewables, more stringent carbon goals, and enhanced ability of connected devices to enable
energy management, traditional demand side management (DSM) program objectives are
shifting. Program administrators are looking for ways to leverage the benefits of energy efficiency
and automated functionality to optimize the dynamic value of energy. This includes utilization of
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dispatchable and non-dispatchable grid services. Stacking the benefits of energy efficiency,
optimization, and demand flexibility can also deliver upon additional value streams, such as
customer satisfaction and distribution system reliability.

Meeting emerging objectives and the increasingly dynamic value of energy presents an increased
opportunity. The Brattle Group estimates that 198 GW of flexible load could be realized by 2030
(expanding the current demand response capability of 83 GW by 140%)15 and further estimates
that realizing this potential would yield more than $9 billion a year in avoided generation
capacity, $1.9 billion a year in avoided transmission and distribution capacity, $.3 billion year in
ancillary services, and $4.8 billion a year in avoided energy costs.16 The residential sector itself
offers increasing opportunity for demand flexibility programs; in 2019, residential sales
represented 38% of electric consumption17 and 16% of the natural gas consumption. 18 This
significant load presents an opportunity for utilities to promote residential products with
embedded capabilities that deliver upon customer expectations and needs while maintaining a
safe, reliable, and cost-effective grid and distribution system. Identifying the large opportunity,
the US Department of Energy (DOE) estimated that by 2030, a total of 14.2 GW of demand
flexibility can be brought online within the residential sector alone using conservative estimates.19
This can additionally result into energy savings of 276 TWh every year within the sector by
2030.20 The strategies and technologies included in this estimate are dependent on allowing for
automation to serve customer and utility needs. For future residential programs to be successful,
products and systems must support automation and optimization in a truly integrated way.
The individual and aggregate savings associated with connected products and their ability to
reduce or shift energy consumption depends on many variables and can span a wide range.
Savings can be as high as 17% for a fully integrated home,21 although this is an idealized savings
estimate based on maximum potential if all devices are fully connected and optimized. The State
of New York found similar results in one study of homes that installed connected large loads,
such as HVAC systems, that gave consumers ability to opt out of load management events and
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change efficiency settings.22 Others show more mixed results, especially depending on the
application configurations and climate differential; one found summer efficiency savings
associated with connected HVAC systems ranged from 2.1% to 11.6%. 23 The measurement and
quantification of savings is still early on in the context of Integrated Home programs.
Efficiency program administrators promote connected products to support a variety of demand
side values and objectives. Ninety-three CEE members had one or more connected programs in
2018; many of these members also provided consumers the option to participate in demand
response programs for higher incentives, largely using smart thermostats, as shown in Figure 4.
24

A significant portion of CEE members are taking steps to actively encourage customers to adopt
connected products. Forty-seven percent of CEE members have online platforms to promote
energy efficient products and provide enhanced customer engagement. These platforms also
allow for a simplified consumer rebate and program sign up experience, giving rebates at check
out and presenting them with additional optional program savings, such as demand response
programs. It is anticipated that the number of CEE members with online platforms will continue
to grow.
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The CEE Integrated Home is a connected, fuel neutral, grid and distribution system interactive,
efficient home where devices and systems seamlessly communicate to optimize value for both
consumers as well as the utility grid and distribution systems. This vision provides a home that
can react to the dynamic energy value based on time and location by responding to utility signals
allowing CEE members to manage to their core mission of maintaining a safe, low cost, and
reliable energy experience. By maintaining a central focus on the end consumer, the Integrated
Home will provide an added value to residents’ energy experience through improved
customization and personalization. The Integrated Home vision also includes artificial
intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) as a means to further automate energy management
and create an optimized consumer experience.
The CEESM Integrated Home Initiative supports CEE members’ efforts to manage towards new
program objectives by providing Minimum Requirements for a suite of binational product
specifications that deliver to four fundamental tenets.

The CEESM Integrated Home Initiative is managed to the following four core tenets. As the
Integrated Home is the intersection of utility program and customer values, the first two tenets
represent future program objectives while the following two are focused primarily on the
customer. Specific market transformation strategies and applications of the Initiative will evolve
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over time, yet these fundamental tenets are CEE’s binational foundation for the Integrated Home
principles that guide the Initiative strategies.

Foundational to the Integrated Home is optimized performance of all systems within the
residential boundary. Connected products are limited in the benefit they can deliver if they do
not first maximize technical potential to reduce absolute energy use. This is critical at every level,
from component to product to system to whole house.

Greenhouse gas reduction through demand response and grid services is key to ensuring a
reliable energy ecosystem in a low carbon economy. As both the electrical grid and natural gas
distribution systems face challenges associated with rapid changes in resource mix and demand,
there is a shift to include a more dynamic value of energy relative to time and locational aspects
as delivered to consumers. There are three major capabilities in which products will deliver key
load management functionality to serve grid and distribution system needs: modulation, storage
capacity, and delay in the amenity.

The Integrated Home must afford equal, if not greater, levels of comfort and quality than a
baseline home. Consumer satisfaction and positive user experiences are essential to achieving the
Initiative’s long-term market transformation objectives. Consumer amenity beyond energy or
financial savings include examples such as health, safety, entertainment, aesthetics, and
convenience. The Integrated Home allows the consumer to participate in grid optimization
without compromising these amenities. Interoperability, open standards, and on-premise
connections are key to realize the seamless integration of consumer experience and grid
connectivity.

It is essential to protect and secure customer data and information across all aspects of the
Integrated Home. The utilization and promotion of cybersecurity, privacy, and consumer safety
practices for connected devices and services must be embedded across the Integrated Home
offerings to allow consumers the full range of amenity without compromising their wellbeing
and discretion.

The CEESM Integrated Home Initiative seeks to encourage the manufacture, distribution, purchase,
and installation of connected residential products that follow the aforementioned tenets and have
embedded capabilities that can be leveraged to serve a diverse set of demand side management
objectives. The long-term goals of the Initiative are to:
•

Drive increased production and uptake of connected products and services that deliver upon
the four CEE Integrated Home Tenets.

•

Facilitate customer participation in member programs and grid services through
personalized consumer engagement, optimized energy management, and enhanced amenity,
as indicated by customer satisfaction and program participation metrics.

•

Maintain safe, low cost, and reliable energy delivery and service to all residential customers
with minimum carbon impact.

The long-term goals of this Initiative will be achieved when 1) efficient, connected products are
readily made available from manufacturers; 2) efficient, connected products are marketed to
consumers for grid connectivity and energy savings; and 3) customer participation in Integrated
Home programs continually provides a critical mass of integrated home products for program
administrators to utilize in meeting program objectives.
The Initiative objectives in pursuit of the long-term goals are to:
•

Facilitate member adoption of pilot or program efforts that promote the CEESM Integrated
Home Initiative in local service territories; results and findings will subsequently be used to
help inform the Initiative direction as it evolves.

•

Demonstrate the cost-effectiveness and energy savings potential for consumers as deliverable
through adoption of the CEESM Integrated Home Initiative.

•

Increase industry stakeholders’ awareness and understanding of how the CEE Integrated
Home Tenets demonstrate the utility industry’s consumer-focused program values.

CEE has developed several product specific initiatives to promote the efficiency and connected
needs of US and Canadian program administrators since 1995. These individual CEE residential
initiatives include specifications with associated test procedures and verifications processes,
qualified product lists, and detailed outlines of market characteristics and key industry dynamics.
The CEESM Integrated Home Initiative consolidates this portfolio of efficient and connected
products by defining a shared set of load management capabilities and requirements across all
residential initiatives.

The fuel neutral CEE Integrated Home includes the building envelope and connected products
within the residential home bounds. The efficient products that provide connectivity, load
management, and energy management, combined with a highly insulated shell, are integral to
achieving the Initiative’s long-term vision. A high performing envelope is critical to both
reducing unwanted heat transfer between the interior and exterior of the home as well as
providing proper base conditions for sizing and installation of systems designed to optimize
performance. A truly integrated home is defined as one with a high performing shell and a suite
of products that capture and communicate data, thus enabling customers with the ability to
manage energy and derive amenity.

The CEE Integrated Home represents a whole home solution for a diverse set of home energy
needs and therefore includes both electric and natural gas fuel types within the scope of the
Initiative. Utility customers in North America currently utilize a variety of fuel sources to
differing degrees for residential purposes. Natural gas products account for a significant

percentage of space26 and water heating27 solutions within the residential space. Due to this,
achieving an efficient home will require both natural gas and electric solutions to ensure an
equitable whole home low carbon future. Embedded connectivity within both natural gas and
electric products presents the greatest collective opportunity to deliver energy savings and
enhance nonenergy benefits for consumers. As providing a safe, reliable, and low-cost service
becomes more challenging in relation to the shifting utility operating landscape, energy efficiency
of electric and natural gas products becomes an increased focus before utilization of load
management practices in order to ensure the resilience and reliability of the energy systems.

Foundational to the CEE Integrated Home is a well-insulated envelope that provides maximum
thermal performance and reduces the overall load requirement of heating and cooling
equipment. As systems are sized to meet the needs of a building, the insulating properties will
inform the selection and sizing of products. Starting with a tight and well insulated shell will
enable optimal adoption of connected product that can maximize energy potential of the entire
home as a system. With an efficient home envelope, connected functionality and load
management capabilities, such as load shifting, can be utilized to their full capabilities for both
consumer and utility system benefit. The home envelope will need to focus on high performance
in order to serve member program objectives and customer values.
CEE’s whole house efforts emphasize consistent, performance-based metrics that translate across
regions and enable a variety of industry partners to participate. Programs might consider
products and technologies that deliver savings opportunities, (i.e., windows and attachments,
doors, roofs, insulation), design and programmatic opportunities (i.e., quality installation,
daylighting, customization), as well as building types or applications that warrant unique
program strategies (i.e., low income, multifamily, manufactured homes, modular homes,
prefabricated housing).
Future versions of the Initiative may delve into greater detail and definition of minimum
envelope requirements, yet regional policy and local considerations largely dictate what
programs adopt for whole home measures. Generally speaking, the CEESM Integrated Home
Initiative recommends programs address the following guidelines:
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1.

Promotion of high performing envelopes and comprehensive whole home approaches 28, as
measured by performance-based29 metrics;

2.

Encouragement of envelope upgrades in advance of product or system upgrades, where
possible; and

3.

Coordination with the home performance industry to optimize integrated home investments,
given the existing relationship and role that contractors have with respect to home upgrades.

Individual program administrators may adopt and promote the subset or combination of
products to include in residential offerings that meet their local objectives. The Minimum
Requirements, defined in Section 5.1, serve as an important prerequisite to more detailed
requirements for individual product specifications. See Appendix B for full details about each
product category and the associated CEE specifications.

A “comprehensive home performance approach” is one that incorporates building science principles to
comprehensively assess existing conditions of a home’s energy usage, as well as how all the systems within the home
interact. This assessment is then used to create a detailed work scope, or plan, to achieve the greatest energy savings for
the home over a long period of time. A whole home program relies on properly trained and certified technicians to
complete the installation of measures incorporating best practices to nationally recognized standards, typically followed
up with third-party quality assurance inspections.
28

“Performance-based” generally refers to looking at the operation of an entire home and how it performs relative to a
pre-specified standard; it allows the builder or contractor to determine the tradeoffs to achieve the overall efficiency levels
of a home. This approach differs from a “prescriptive-based” path, which identifies a set menu of specific individual
measures or upgrades required for program compliance.
29

Variable Capacity Air Source Heat Pumps
Connected Thermostats
Heat Pump Water Heaters
Connected Pool Pumps Systems (CPPS)
Level 1 Residential
Level 2 Residential
All Connected Products
All Connected Products
All Connected Electric Products
All Connected Natural Gas Products
All Connected Products

In 2018, global consumer spending on smart homes reached $91 billion and is forecast to reach
$141 billion by 2023 with North America encompassing 40% of that spending.30 This is a large and
growing market that represents an opportunity for efficiency program administrators to leverage
for new energy savings. Some stakeholders adopt the term “smart” to indicate consumer devices
and appliances that utilize the internet of things (IoT) to provide added customer amenity.
However, “smart” can include products that incorporate only one way connectivity where
information is fed from a system to end use devices, whereas “connected” products describe
products that can utilize two-way communication and allow for information to flow to and from
the end use device. Connected products are inherently smart, but smart products are not
necessarily connected.
The integrated home contains a wide range of appliances, devices, technologies, and services that
utilize connectivity to enhance residential energy management. Consumer products with
embedded connectivity that provide new amenity, such as home security and home automation
devices, have spurred market uptake31 through appliances and smart speakers (which are
expected to grow to over 409 million units sold by 2025).32 Additionally, studies show that a
major driver of smart home adoption to date has been energy efficiency programs, largely due to
connected thermostat offerings. The promotion of connected technologies through utility
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incentives is expected to continue driving consumer uptake of such products.33 Programs can
leverage the learnings of connected thermostat programs and enable beneficial connected
products to be promoted in energy efficiency programs for consumers, but this will involve the
engagement of a diverse set of stakeholders.

The integrated home market comprises a diverse set of stakeholders that represent a wide range
of technologies and systems offered. Connected products can reach consumers in a variety of
different ways – through direct consumer retail, through online retail, via a contractor, or through
service providers. Additionally, the Integrated Home intersects with the broader “smart home”
landscape that includes non-energy focused systems, such as home automation and security
platforms through the use of sensing capabilities and customer interaction with connected
devices.

There are a wide number of stakeholders who contribute to the availability of commercialized
connected products. Some manufacturers embed connectivity into their products while others
solely create connected subcomponents that are incorporated into products. The inclusion of
connectivity within residential end uses is often in response to market expectations and to
increase the value proposition of a manufacturer’s product. Their decisions regarding which
capabilities to include play a major role in connected home ecosystems and the ability for these
products to be utilized as grid and distribution system assets. Each product industry has unique
production chain dynamics further outlined in the respective CEE Initiatives (see Appendix B).

Home Energy Management Systems (HEMS) enable control of multiple end use products and
systems within a home, allowing the consumer to manage energy of their residential devices.
While HEMS do not require them, many interface with deployed smart meters, or advanced
meter infrastructure (AMI), to provide even more detailed information on a consumer’s energy
use 34 and create suggestive actions based on consumer energy trends. HEMS present an
opportunity to maximize energy savings utilizing a central platform focused on energy
management.

Home automation platforms are utilized by consumers to automate aspects of their home, such as
lighting, thermostats, and security systems. These platforms can employ voice assistance, mobile
apps, or web browsers for preferences and operation. Home automation platforms are often
33
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consumers’ first step into the integrated home and enable a single point of interaction for the
customer; as of 2019, 36% of US broadband households had smart speakers utilizing platforms
such as Alexa or Google.35 Home automation platforms may become more entangled in the
consumer energy experience as solutions such as the utilization of smart speakers for energy
management facilitation36 evolve and grow. Figure 8 highlights home automation platforms used
by households with integrated home devices where, in some cases, the homeowner is utilizing
more than one platform.
37

There are several organizations that have and are developing communications standards for the
connected home and demand flexibility that promote interoperability between devices. These
organizations are typically comprised of members within the connected home space such as
product and device manufacturers, service providers, chipset manufacturers, and utilities that
fund and promote the standards development.

The Consumer Technology Association (CTA) is a trade organization representing $422 billion of
consumer technology stakeholders. 38 CTA covers a wide breadth of work, including advocacy
work, policy efforts, standards development, market research, and hosting the annual Consumer
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Electronics Show (CES). In 2019, CTA published 41 industry standards that addressed needs
across power measurement in mature technologies to best practices for emerging technologies. 39
CTA members developed the ANSI/CTA-2045-A Modular Communications Interface for Energy
Management in 2013 to provide a modular communications port that provides a facilitation of
communication to energy devices in home applications,40 similar to the USB standard. In
November 2020, CTA released an updated version of the standard, noted as CTA-2045-B, that
included enhanced load management capabilities such as expanded price signals. 41

The Open Automated Demand Response (OpenADR) Alliance was formed in 2010 to address the
growing need to facilitate demand reduction needs within the California energy market. The
Alliance maintains the foremost exchange model between energy providers and demand
resources grounded in interoperability and simplicity. 42 The most recent standard, first published
in 2019, is OpenADR 2.0b; new elements added in this update are intended to increase reliability,
reporting, and price scheduling. The standard adopts communication over the internet protocol
using standard communication packages to send information between parties.

Formed in 2005, the Z-Wave Alliance began with the goal of providing an interoperable standard
for wireless products in homes and businesses.43 There are 100 million Z-Wave enabled devices
sold to date and the Alliance has certified over 3,300 products with the Z-Wave technology,44
while 1,700 products alone are for home management applications.45 The large number of Z-Wave
products in the home management space and connected space overall makes it a widely adopted
smart home technology for different products to seamlessly communicate. Further, Z-Wave
products integrate into OpenADR enabled systems,46 making the technology a key partner in
load management within homes.
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The Zigbee Alliance was formed in 2002 to develop an open global standard for IoT technology
and devices. Since then, they have developed a number of different application and network
profiles including Green Power, Smart Energy, and Zigbee 3.047 utilizing the IEEE 802.15.4
technical standard. In 2019, the Zigbee Alliance announced Project Connected Home over IP
(CHIP), which aims to fill the open standard gap for smart home systems within the internet
protocol layer, headed by industry leaders Amazon, Apple, and Google.48 The project intends to
“develop and promote the adoption of a new, royalty-free connectivity standard to increase
compatibility among smart home products, with security as a fundamental design tenet”.49 The
Zigbee Alliance also certifies products that utilize their technology through third party test
providers; as of 2019 there were 2,500 certified products.50

Large appliances and complex technologies are often installed by trained or certified contractors
who provide consumers suggestions based on their home needs. These stakeholders can drive or
inhibit market adoption based on their knowledge of equipment and motivations to sell
connected appliances and products to customers. For more information about how contractors
play a role in each product category’s industry, please see specific CEE Initiatives outlined in
Appendix B.

New homes are built at the rough rate of one million a year in the United States.51 New
construction developers largely decide or advise on products and systems to install and can have
a great influence on whether integrated functionality is included in these units.

Interoperability is typically beneficial for consumers, as they usually seek devices that can work
seamlessly with other products and platforms in their home.52 Lack of interoperability can cause
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challenges to customer adoption, stemming from heightened complexity of managing multiple
systems.53 Energy efficiency program administrators are driven to deliver a positive consumer
experience, and therefore place high value on interoperability to provide consumer flexibility.

Cybersecurity plays an important role in maintaining safety for customers with integrated
homes. This concern is high among the general public at 63%, and even higher among those who
already own a connected device at 71%.54 Further, new connected technology is often an attractive
means for attacks on the customers with connected technologies in their home.55 Unease centered
around cybersecurity is not only a barrier for connected product adoption, but presents potential
barriers for consumers participating in load management programs given the external connection
needed.

Reliability of savings is central to energy efficiency programs in addition to delivering upon
consumer expectations. However, there is concern that sustainable long-term savings for
connected products that optimize for efficiency or provide demand flexibility may rely on
continued consumer engagement to ensure savings and availability will be maintained. This
differs from traditional energy efficiency programs that deliver consistent energy savings for end
use products based on baseline efficiency gains of products. The extra layer of continuous
consumer engagement presents a challenge for long term EM&V to verify savings. Given the
connected home market is still relatively nascent and there are many players in the space, there
remains uncertainty regarding the future state of these technologies and associated savings.
Given that additional savings, beyond baseline efficiency, will be based upon user preference and
operational efficiencies, programs will focus on reliable savings attained from these additional
savings.

Closed standards and data ownership rights create issues in optimized consumer experience,
interoperability, and ultimately utilities’ ability to deliver low cost, reliable service while meeting
resource flexibility. Data can provide consumers with valuable energy insights when presented in
actionable manners, potentially leading to behavior change or usage decisions that impact energy
consumption. Data can provide utilities with meaningful information to help inform optimized
management of the grid and distribution systems. Energy and energy related data should be
made readily available upon consumer authorization to secure third parties in order to facilitate
the greatest energy management opportunities.
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Connected devices add value to consumers through increased amenity potential. However, this
often comes with a decrease in simplicity for many standard products. Additionally, installation,
set up, use, and optimization requirements are often greater than those associated with
traditional devices, leading to an increased barrier for everyday consumers; half of consumers
experience some kind of problems in the installation of their connected product.56 This greater
expectation of the consumer increases the barrier to entry, even if the long-term benefits
outweigh installation issues.

CEESM Integrated Home Initiative focuses on identifying the embedded capabilities that CEE
members seek from connected products to deliver safe and reliable energy to consumers. The
Minimum Requirements define these capabilities necessary to seamlessly operate an Integrated
Home for both the customer and the utility. Products must meet the following requirements to
comply with the Initiative. They provide articulation of the four CEE Integrated Home Tenets
and serve as a foundational basis for any subsequent product Initiative specifications with
associated test procedures, verification processes, and qualified products lists. The Supplemental
Requirements present increased value to members and may be adopted by member programs as
deemed appropriate for any individual product.

The following requirements apply to all products included within scope of the CEESM Integrated
Home Initiative.

For products where there is a CEE Initiative with associated performance specifications, they
must meet CEE Tier 1 or higher, unless otherwise specified. CEE Tiers are typically based on
industry standard test procedures and laboratory rated or third-party certified metrics. Products
that do not have a CEE Initiative may have further guidance on efficiency requirements provided
in Appendix B.

Products must support a finite set of load management capabilities and run-time status
information that support one or both of the functional objectives below:
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•

Load Shed: the reduction of load to serve grid or distribution system needs in either peak
load or contingency periods.

•

Load Shift: the change in timing, or scheduling of energy consumption from expected times
to times of less overall demand in response to utility signals, such as time-of-use rates, to
serve grid and distribution system value streams such as avoided curtailment of renewable
generation.

Load shifting incorporates strategies that shifts energy in intentional and planned ways. Three
distinct strategies are outlined below:
•

The incremental decrease or increase of a product operating capacity;

•

Storage capacity, or the ability for a product to perform its operation prior to the typical need
of the amenity and still provide the amenity, e.g., precooling; and

•

Delay in amenity, or the staggering of the typical operation of an amenity by delaying and
potentially shortening the operation.

Products must also be capable of providing operational or demand response information to
energy management systems and other consumer authorized devices, services, or applications
via a communication link. Examples of operational status include off or standby, energy saver
mode, low cool, max cool, delay product load, temporary product load reduction. Load
management capabilities and information for products may be defined further in individual CEE
Initiatives and associated specifications.

Communication with entities outside the product that enable connected functionality must use,
for all communication layers, at least one of the standards:
•

Included in the Smart Grid Interoperability Panel (SGIP) Catalog of Standards

•

Included in the NIST Smart Grid Framework Release 4.0 Table 23

•

Adopted by the American National Standards Institute (ANSI), the International
Organization for Standardization (ISO), International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC),
International Telecommunication Union (ITU), Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers (IEEE) or Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)

•

A certification from an industry accepted 57 connected home open communication protocol
such as Zigbee or Z-Wave

A modular interface approach based on an open standard communication protocol, such as CTA2045-B or equivalent, is one option to address this diversity and provide consumers, utilities,
manufacturers, and third parties with flexibility and may be further required for certain products.

An “industry accepted” connected home open communication protocol is a protocol managed by an active organization
focused on maintaining, updating, and certifying the open standard and furthering the shared value of interoperability.
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Products must be capable of communicating measured or estimated data representative of
interval energy consumption to consumers via the physical communication device to provide
actional behavioral opportunities for the customer to save energy where available. Products must
be able to collect and transmit this data per the requirements that include energy use data
outlined in the “Load Management and Energy Consumption Data Sharing” element.

Products must be able to facilitate the transmission of load management and energy consumption
data to customer authorized third parties. The transmission of data can be local (in home) or via
an enterprise-to-enterprise connection. Details should be provided for local interface
specifications, application programming interfaces (APIs), or similar documentation.
Load Management Data:
With respect to load management capabilities, products must, at a minimum, be able to
send/receive/act upon the following information to/from utilities or utility associated third
parties with consumer authorization:
•

Operational Status

•

Load Up

•

Shed Load

•

Return to Normal Operation

Energy Consumption Reporting Data:
Energy consumption reporting and messaging requirements specified in the “Actionable Savings
through Energy Consumption Reporting” element must be made available to consumer
authorized third parties.

Products must be able to utilize connectivity to monitor energy use and adjust normal product
settings in response to consumer input, feedback from devices (such as occupancy sensors) in the
home, or energy management and automation system requests in order to directly reduce energy
use through efficient operation.

Consumers must be able to temporarily override their product’s response to any current and
future load management signals. The override status must be made available through the open
communication interface. A customer override status will expire within 72 hours of the initial
override action. Upon expiration of the override, the product shall automatically return to userselected operation.

Products must enable economical and direct on-premise open standards interconnection.
Manufacturers may also choose to provide additional means to connect, including proprietary
architecture and protocols.

Products must be certified to a cybersecurity industry standard such as UL 2900, CSA T-200, or
equivalent for that given product category.
Products must also allow for secure over-the-air updates of firmware associated with normal
product operation.

If there is a loss of connectivity between the product and utility during a load management event,
defined as the product’s lack of response to the utility load management system within the
bounds of response time set by the utility, or vice versa, the product will:
•

Complete the load management event dictated operation as planned if participating in an
event with a messaged set duration.

•

Return to normal operations within 30 minutes of the start of the load management event
dictated operation if no set time duration was messaged.

Products shall be capable of storing operating schedules and consumer settings locally at the
device should there be a loss of connection from the communication pathway utilized for internal
or external communication, or otherwise disrupted.

The following requirements are either applicable to certain individual product categories, as
outlined further in Section 5.3, or optional for adoption by a program administrator for any given
product categories.

Energy consumption data must be reported in watt-hours for intervals of 15 minutes or less,
unless otherwise stated. Products must also provide energy use feedback on the product itself in
a format chosen by the manufacturer (i.e., $/month).

Products must be able to react to dynamic or time-based utility rates58 from the utility per user
defined settings within the product or set by a consumer authorized third party.

For communication external to the Integrated Home, products must be capable of utilizing at
least two of the communication standards outlined in the “Open, Nonproprietary
Communication Standards” element.

In order to facilitate sustainable use of the product, defined as the product being operable and
supported over at least five years after installation by the consumer, functionality of the product
must be accessible to the customer via the local product interface or consumer authorized third
parties.

The Minimum Requirements and Supplemental Requirements outlined in Sections 5.1 and 5.2
respectively constitute the basic requirements for each product category. Below are additional
requirements specific to each product category. For product energy efficiency requirements as
well as any other requirements and guidelines, such as installation, please refer to the respective
CEE Initiative as represented in Appendix B.

Residential heat pump water heaters must comply with the Section 5.1 Minimum Requirements
as well as the Section 5.2 Supplemental Requirements. Additionally, CEE requires the following
connected functionality:
•

CEE requires that the water heater open standards interface must be combined with an open
standards communication module, such as ANSI/CTA-2045-B. Manufacturers may also
choose to include a secondary communication interface to facilitate load management or
other services that may be proprietary to the manufacturer or a designated third party.

•

To ensure that connected water heaters respond in a predictable manner and provide a
standardized set of data, CEE requires that products support a common set of load control
and monitoring messages outlined in Table 2.

Dynamic and time-based utility rates are also often referred to as “price signals”, where the utility is conveying current
rate information to customers on regulator-approved rate tariff schedules.
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Application ACK
(acknowledgement)
Application NAK
(negative
acknowledgement)
Outside communication
connection status

Confirmation of signal receipt.

An indication that a signal was not received or was corrupted during
transmission.
The water heater must monitor for this “heartbeat” signal. If the water heater
is processing a curtailment request and the heartbeat is not received within 15
minutes, the water heater will return to normal operation.
Used to inform the water heater that no events are in effect and to run

End shed/run normal

normally. If received during a curtailment event, the water heater shall
immediately return to normal operation.
The water heater shall avoid operation. If the stored energy drops below the

Shed

minimum consumer comfort level, only the heat pump unit should engage to
heat water if the shed event is in effect. Heat pump should attempt to avoid
using resistive elements while this command is in effect.
The water heater shall avoid operation, allowing the stored thermal energy in

Critical peak event

the tank to drop. Since these events are typically infrequent, the water heater
should more aggressively curtail demand. Heat pump should attempt to
avoid using resistive elements while this command is in effect.
During an emergency event, the water heater shall immediately shut down,

Grid emergency

not heating water until the event has ended. Note: Customer overrides shall
be allowed, even for grid emergencies.
The Relative Price command is used in association with a range of price-based
programs and lends itself strongly to consumer configurability of response

Present relative price

(that is, no particular response is mandatory from a utility perspective).
Manufacturers are encouraged to design a response method that considers the
customer’s price thresholds.
This message passes the water heater a request for operation at a particular

Autonomous cycling
and terminate cycling

duty cycle. The water heater acts to carry out this duty cycle of operation to
the extent possible, given total cycle-count limits and the need to remain
within the bounds of upper and lower temperature limits and maximum and
minimum stored energy. For the heat pump water heater, it is acceptable for

the unit to self-impose a minimum delay between cycled starts to protect
itself. Heat pump should attempt to avoid using resistive elements while this
command is in effect.
Sent from the communication module to the water heater to request that the
Load up

unit increase the stored energy to the maximum allowable level, as
determined by manufacturer. Heat pump should attempt to avoid using
resistive elements while this command is in effect.
The User Preference Level message provides values from low to high (0-10)

Get/set user preference

that the manufacturer shall use to manage the level of customer comfort and

level

grid services. The water heater can obtain the user preference level through
the Get User Preference Level command.
If an override occurs, the water heater must return to normal operation and

Customer override

ignore any new curtailment messages for the next 12 hours. The water heater
must also provide a simple mechanism to proactively override any
curtailment event requests for a duration of up to 24 hours.

Query and response:

The communication module, at any time, can query the water heater for its

operational state

operational state.

Query and response:

At a minimum, water heater shall support all mandatory device information

device information

plus the model number and serial number optional fields associated with the

request

information request.
Water heater shall support the following requests from a communication

Get/set commodity read
request and get/set
commodity read reply

interface: electric power and cumulative lifetime energy consumed, total
energy storage capacity, and present energy storage capacity. For HPWH, the
capacity must be based on the use of the heat pump and not the electric
resistance heating elements or a combination thereof. The accuracy of this
estimation must be at most 25% of the full capacity.

Get present water

The preferred value to report is the best estimate of the average temperature

temperature

of the water in the tank.

Variable capacity air source heat pumps (ASHPs) must comply with either CEE Tier 1 or Tier 2 of
the Electric Variable Capacity HVAC Systems Demand Response Requirements as outlined in
Table 3. Adherence to CEE Tier 1 or Tier 2 will serve as compliance with the Integrated Home
Minimum Elements.

CEE Tier 1

Adopt AHRI Standard 1380 as is: Either ANSI/CTA-2045-A OR OpenADR 2.0
communication interfaces.
Utilize both ANSI/CTA-2045-A AND OpenADR 2.0 communication interfaces; An

CEE Tier 2

open modular physical interface of ANSI/CTA-2045-A; and a secondary
communication interface to facilitate customer interactions.

Pool pump systems must comply with the Section 5.1 Minimum Requirements. Additionally,
CEE requires the following connected functionality:
•

CEE requires that the pool pump open standards interface must be combined with an open
standards communication module, such as ANSI/CTA-2045-B. Manufacturers may also
choose to include a secondary communication interface to facilitate load management or
other services that may be proprietary to the manufacturer or a designated third party.

•

To ensure that connected water heaters respond in a predictable manner and provide a
standardized set of data, CEE requires that products support a common set of load control
and monitoring messages outlined in Table 4.

Application ACK
(acknowledgement)
Application NAK
(negative
acknowledgement)
Outside communication
connection status

End shed/run normal

Confirmation that an application-layer signal was received.

Confirmation that the application-layer message was not received or was
corrupted during transmission.
The pool pump must monitor for this “heartbeat” signal. If the pool pump is
processing a curtailment request and the heartbeat is not received within 15
minutes, the pool pump will return to normal operation.
Return to normal operation. Normal operation is the mode that the unit
would be running if the curtailment event were not processed.

If running, the pool pump will decrease speed to 2X the minimum setpoint as
Shed

determined by the operator or limited by the pump (ENERGY STAR Type 1
Response).
If running, the pool pump will decrease speed to the minimum setpoint as

Critical peak event

determined by the operator or limited by the pump (ENERGY STAR Type 2
Response).
Upon receipt of a “grid emergency” request, the pump shall stop pumping.

Grid emergency

The pool pump shall remain off until the next curtailment event or “run
normal” request is received. Note: customer overrides shall be allowed, even
for grid emergencies.
The “relative price” command is used in association with a range of pricebased programs and lends itself strongly to consumer configurability of

Present relative price

response (that is, no particular response is mandatory from a utility
perspective). Manufacturers are encouraged to design a response method that
considers the customer’s price thresholds, although inclusion of this message
is optional.

Request for Power

Indicator of motor speed. Command will variably set speed of pump between

Level

minimum and maximum RPM (0-100%, where max RPM= 100%).
Upon receipt of a “load up” request, the pump shall initiate pumping at a rate
appropriate for regular filtration, and, if active, shall increase the motor speed

Load up

(in RPM) by at least 10% of maximum RPM from the current speed, or extend
pumping duration within the requested response period. This signal shall not
bring the pump above the maximum speed specified by the manufacturer
(ENERGY STAR Type 3 Response).

Get/set user preference
level

Customer override

Query and response:
operational state

The “user preference level” message provides values from low to high (0-10)
that the manufacturer shall use to manage the level of customer comfort and
grid services.
The unit’s user interface shall provide the user with the means to override
curtailment events.
The unit supports messages on the operational state of the pump, such as idle,
running, idle grid, running grid, heightened grid, opt out idle, and opt out
running (ENERGY STAR On/Off/Standby).

Query and response:

At a minimum, the unit shall support all mandatory device information plus

device information

the model number and serial number optional fields associated with the

request

information request.

Get/set commodity read
request and get/set

The unit shall support instantaneous power and cumulative energy reporting.

commodity read reply
Application ACK
(acknowledgement)

Confirmation that an application-layer signal was received.

EVSEs must comply with the Section 5.1 Minimum Requirements as well as the Section 5.2
Supplemental Requirements. Further, EVSEs must meet the following requirements:
•

Must meet the energy efficiency requirements outlined in ENERGY STAR’s Program
requirements for Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment Version 1.0 Sections 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5.

•

Must meet the further load management capabilities that allow consumers flexibility in when
and how the vehicle is charged. These capabilities might include:

•

•

Schedule charge timeframe or charge by time.

•

Be capable of enabling consumers to set a minimum charge level.

The EVSE may additionally utilize Open Charge Point Protocol (OCPP) open communication
standard.

Room air conditioners must comply with the Section 5.1 Minimum Requirements. Additionally,
CEE requires the following connected functionality:
•

CEE requires that a product enables economical and direct, on-premises, open standards
interconnection. Manufacturers may also choose to provide additional means to connect,
including proprietary architecture and protocols. CEE highly recommends that a product
also connect through wireless Internet protocol.

•

The unit must respond to load shed events by increasing the set temperature by at least 4°F
for at least four hours, unless otherwise stated below.

•

•

Maximum Set Temperature—The increased set temperature shall not exceed 85°F, unless
authorized by the customer.

•

The product shall be able to provide at least one Delay Appliance Load response in a
rolling 24-hour period.

Temporary Appliance Load Reduction Capability: The capability of the product to respond
to a signal in accordance with consumer settings, except as permitted below; by disabling
compressor operation for at least 10 minutes.

•

Maximum Set Temperature—The product shall not respond if the set temperature is ≥
85°F.

•

Consumer override—The consumer shall be able to override the product’s Temporary
Appliance Load Reduction response without limitation.

•

The product shall be able to provide at least three Temporary Appliance Load Reduction
responses in a rolling 24-hour period. The product is not required to provide more than
one Temporary Appliance Load Reduction response per 60-minute period.

Clothes washers must comply with the Section 5.1 Minimum Requirements. Additionally, CEE
requires the following connected functionality:
•

CEE requires that a product enables economical and direct, on-premises, open standards
interconnection. Manufacturers may also choose to provide additional means to connect,
including proprietary architecture and protocols.

Connected thermostats must comply with the Section 5.1 Minimum Requirements. For
applications in conjunction with residential variable speed systems, the connected thermostat
must do the following:
•

Provide customers with the option of an energy-saving mode; the default operation mode is
an energy-saving mode if the customer chooses not to otherwise configure it upon setup.

•

Includes ongoing, active management of settings through features like automatic scheduling
or learning-based schedule creation based on customer preferences and habits; must specify
strategies used.

•

Is able to reduce HVAC use (change setpoints) when it detects that the home is unoccupied
through some form of occupancy discernment such as sensors or geofencing; must specify
strategies used.

•

Is able to minimize electric resistance heat runtimes for heat pumps with electric resistance
backup systems; must specify strategies used.

•

Is controllable by the customer through a product interface and a remote interface.

•

Specifies HVAC system type compatibility: AC only (electric), heating only (gas furnace or
boiler), heat pump (electric heating and cooling), dual fuel (electric AC and gas heating), or
line voltage.

•

Is able to collect, aggregate, and analyze HVAC performance data that enables ongoing
energy savings measurement and verification, while being mindful of consumer privacy
concerns.

Clothes dryers must comply with the Section 5.1 Minimum Requirements. Additionally, CEE
requires the following connected functionality:
•

CEE requires that a product enables economical and direct, on-premises, open standards
interconnection. Manufacturers may also choose to provide additional means to connect,
including proprietary architecture and protocols.

•

Delay Appliance Load Capability: The capability of the product to respond to a signal in
accordance with consumer settings, except as permitted below, by delaying the start of an
operating cycle beyond the delay period.

•

•

Default settings—The product shall ship with default settings that enable a response for
at least three hours.

•

The product shall be able to provide at least one Delay Appliance Load response per
consumer-initiated operating cycle, but is not required to provide more than three Delay
Appliance Load responses in a rolling 24-hour period.

Temporary Appliance Load Reduction Capability: The capability of the product to respond
to a signal by providing load reduction for a short time period, typically 10 minutes. Upon
receipt of signal and in accordance with consumer settings, except as permitted below, the
product shall restrict its average power draw during the load reduction period to no more
than 20 percent relative to the baseline average power draw defined in the ENERGY STAR
Clothes Dryer Test Method to Validate Demand Response.
•

Default settings—The product shall ship with default settings that enable a response
period of at least 10 minutes.

•

The product shall be able to provide at least one Temporary Appliance Load Reduction
response per consumer-initiated operating cycle.

CEE will maintain an Integrated Home Product Directory as the public facing database to catalog
products that comply with the Minimum Requirements. Products in the Residential Portfolio of
Initiatives (see Appendix B) with connected specifications that have additional requirements as
defined in section 5.3, such as the need for a modular port, will be included based on those
requirements. The Product Directory enables CEE members the ability to identify and promote
products that comply with the CEESM Integrated Home Initiative. CEE will update the Product
Directory on a quarterly basis.

The Integrated Home Competition presents a unique market intervention strategy designed to
increase the adoption of residential connected home products that deliver to the four CEE
Integrated Home Tenets, showcase innovation, and demonstrate interoperable design. It builds

upon the existing relationships between program administrators, manufacturers, and sales
channels to enact market change. The competition model offers a clear value proposition to
manufacturers by providing them the opportunity to distinguish their products and services
from other connected home devices and platforms in the market. It offers industry players insight
into functionality desired from the CEE Integrated Home and subsequently distinguishes
entrants with truly inventive features and compelling use cases.
The Competition identifies and highlights connected products that not only deliver demonstrable
savings but also address the following three characteristics:
•

– works seamlessly with other connected devices and systems in the home.

•

– consistently receives a signal and responds to commands, reconnects after a
power or Internet disruption, can be updated over time.

•

– consumers understand the value proposition and experience simple
installation, setup, and use.

Program administrators expect that connected products will serve organizational demand side
management objectives, such as energy savings, demand response, carbon reduction, and
increased program participation. Additional opportunities include enriched engagement with
customers and the ability to support a positive consumer experience with connected
technologies.

Initiative participation is an opportunity for program administrators to amplify the impact of their
local efficiency offerings. By taking part in this Initiative, individual organizations are counted as
part of a harmonized effort to advance the collective Consortium’s objectives. Participation is open
to individual efficiency organizations and, as with all CEE initiatives, voluntary. To be considered an
Initiative participant, individual efficiency organizations must fulfill each of the following
requirements:
•

Pledge to champion and supports the CEESM Integrated Home Initiative and uphold the vision
and objectives laid forth within the Initiative via verbal commitment.

•

Communicate to CEE details on the explicit CEESM Integrated Home Initiative strategies and
program approaches employed in your local service territory, as well as associated savings,
via an annual survey.

Whole house energy solutions through advanced controls and information of two or more
separate household loads, or centralized HEMS, include user interfaces, software platforms, and
multiple product categories for consumers. While these systems are promising for both their
savings potential and value proposition to customers, Version 1.0 of the Initiative focuses
exclusively on the embedded capabilities in individual connected products. The whole home
energy management category will be explored further by CEE for the appropriate inclusion in
future iterations of the Initiative.

Residential battery storage is projected to increase into 2025, but this trend will likely be dwarfed
by front-of-the-meter (FTM) utility deployments.59 Residential battery sales appear to be driven in
part by the market in California, where there is significant need for backup power in response to
outages.60 Due to the early nascent nature of BTM battery storage in residential applications in
North America, the product category is out of scope for Version 1.0 of this Initiative. CEE
recognizes the future importance of BTM battery storage and will continue to monitor the market
and program activity around battery storage for energy efficiency and load management
objectives.

Dual fuel heating and cooling systems and the integration of controls for these systems may
provide efficient operation, occupancy detection/geofencing, integration with other smart
controls in the home, and load management potential. Integrated controls for residential heating
and cooling systems are gaining interest among energy program developers due to their potential
to bring in additional energy savings and provide increased customer amenity. These advantages
are still being explored for their potential inclusion into Integrated Home programs.

Members have explored electric vehicles (EVs) for their demand flexibility potential using
internal telemetry, separate from the product category of electric vehicle supply equipment
(EVSE) and with different associated energy savings potential.61 In future iterations of the
Initiative, EVs may present an alternate or complementary category within scope of the
Integrated Home, however Version 1.0 focuses exclusively on EVSEs, as car chargers and
charging stations are the primary means of managing the vehicles’ load. Additional investigation
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is required to determine the potential role of this product category for the CEE Integrated Home
from both a technical and programmatic perspective.

While covered to some extent by connected thermostats, there is value in standalone furnaces
and boilers having embedded connected functionality for operational efficiency and load
management. Connected heating equipment can play a significant role in helping natural gas
utilities manage peak hour loads. CEE will further explore inclusion of these two categories based
on market availability and member interest.

Gas heat pumps are an emerging product category that may offer energy saving potential as part
of a whole home solution. Gas heat pumps are still a relatively nascent technology to the
residential marketplace, however, and there are no models commercially available in North
America to date. CEE is interested in gaining additional insight into the capabilities of emerging
equipment across space and water heating and cooling, relevant test methods and procedures to
establish standard evaluation of functionality, and associated metrics that can best differentiate
performance.

Connected natural gas storage water heaters may have potential benefit for grid distribution
systems and consumer amenity through storage ability and greater customer control. The
advantages and metrics are still under exploration, including the role of mixing valves and
potential value to distribution systems.

Tankless water heaters do not utilize a storage tank to store hot water but provide customers
with on-demand hot water. This technology may be able to serve emerging program objectives,
including within nonenergy benefits such as serving space constrained customers. However,
further exploration is needed into the potential for inclusion in Integrated Home programs.

The ability of customers to respond to either a reliability trigger or
a price trigger from their utility system operator, Regional Transmission Organization /
Independent System Operator (RTO/ISO), or demand response provider. Demand response is a
temporary change in energy consumption, generally with a decrease in service level (e.g., less
comfortable environment, sub‐optimal lighting).
62

: Energy consumption that can be reduced based on communication from a
control entity. This includes direct load control, interruptible demand, and load as a capacity
resource.
63

: Methods or programs to reduce, reshape, or redistribute energy loads to
match available resources. Generally, attempts to shift load from peak use periods to low use
periods.
64

: Reduction of system demands by systematically, and in a predetermined
sequence, interrupting the load flow to major customers and/or distribution circuits, normally in
response to system or area capacity shortages or voltage control considerations.
65

: The ability to change the timing of energy consumption through the increasing and
decreasing of energy use associated with typical low and high demand.
66

67

: The speed at which a generator can increase (ramp up) or decrease (ramp

down) generation.
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The CEESM Integrated Home Initiative includes a collection of end-use product categories that
individual program administrators may adopt and promote to best meet their local needs.
Connected requirements outlined in individual residential product Initiatives provide more
specific requirements than, but do not override the base requirements outlined in, the
overarching Section 5.1 Minimum Requirements. CEE members may determine which subset or
combinations of product categories to include in residential offerings.
The CEESM Residential Heating and Cooling Systems
Initiative was revised in January 2021 and includes connected criteria for variable capacity air
source heat pumps and connected thermostats.
: The CEESM Residential Water Heating Initiative was revised in March 2018 and
includes connected criteria for heat pump water heaters.
: The CEESM Swimming Pool Initiative was revised in October 2020 and includes
connected criteria for pool pumps.
: Room air conditioners are included within the CEESM Super Efficient
Home Appliance Initiative; connected criteria was added in January, 2017.
: Clothes washers are included within the CEESM Super Efficient Home Appliance
Initiative; connected criteria was added in February, 2018.
: Clothes dryers are included within the CEESM Super Efficient Home Appliance
Initiative; connected criteria was added in January, 2019.
: The CEESM Residential Lighting Initiative was revised in 2017 and does not
currently have connected criteria.
: CEE does not currently have a standalone EVSE
Initiative.

